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Eddy Hall in quarantine
Students outraged
after jump in COVID-19 cases after ‘Black Lives
Matter’ message
defaced on rock
by Mikhael Thompson
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
mikhael.thompson@uconn.edu

Willard C. Eddy Hall at the University of Connecticut is under medical quarantine at this time.
Students living in Eddy Hall have been instructed to not leave the building except to get food at a
designated dining hall. PHOTO BY MIKE MAVREDAKIS, GRABS PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

by Conner Caridad
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
conner.caridad@uconn.edu

Effective at 4 p.m. on Saturday, residents of Eddy Hall in
Alumni Housing at the University of Connecticut were placed
under quarantine after an increase in COVID-19 cases in the
building.
According to an email sent
to students, there have been
four positive COVID-19 cases
among Eddy residents in the
last week.
“This rate is disproportion-

ate to the positive cases we have
seen among other residential
locations and is cause for concern,” the email said.
The quarantine order will
last at least 14 days, and will
remain in place until testing
surveillance shows a clear decrease in COVID-19 transmission. Eddy Hall residents are
not allowed to attend in-person
classes and will participate in
testing twice per week.
According to an article by
the Hartford Courant, three
of the positive cases in Eddy
Hall were identified through

“pooled sampling” and were
students who were not already
in quarantine.
Over the weekend, there
were 22 new positive cases of
students living on campus at
Storrs.
Residents of Eddy Hall will
be contacted by the Dean of
Students Office to ensure that
appropriate provisions have
been made for them to participate in class remotely and will
hear from Student Health and
Wellness (SHaW) for an update
on their quarantine status on
Sept. 25.

‘Soop Doop’ Diaz temporarily
leaving Union for Towers
by Luke Hajdasz
STAFF WRITER
luke.hajdasz@uconn.edu

Luis “Soop Doop” Diaz is
temporarily leaving the Union
Street Market (USM) to work
at Gelfenbien Commons (Towers Dining Hall).
“I [feel] a little different because [I’ve] been at the Union
for 13 years so yes I’m going to
miss it,” Diaz said.
Diaz (@luissaul210), who
works as a kitchen assistant, is
one of six Union Street Market
kitchen workers being temporarily transferred to another
dining facility, he said. University of Connecticut spokesperson Stephanie Reitz said
the staffing changes were
made to cover vacant shifts in
residential dining halls. Reitz
also attributed a general lack
of business in retail food service areas on campus as a contributing factor to the change.
Diaz said he’ll miss the students he interacts with at the
Union the most.
“That’s number one, soop
doop,” Diaz said. “Thank you
for all the love. Going to miss
that a lot at the Union. I had
people cheering for me. I’m going to miss that everytime I say
‘soop doop.’”
Seventh-semester
allied
health sciences major Rike Tyles said she’ll miss seeing Diaz
this semester when grabbing
lunch.
“So happy he’s still around,

For more...

Students at the University
of Connecticut are expressing
their shock and disappointment
over the vandalization of the
campus Spirit Rock near North
Garage, which was painted
a month ago with the words
“Black Lives Matter” and was
then altered to read “All Lives
Matter.”
Kamau Russell, a seventhsemester chemical engineering
and Spanish major, said he felt
disappointed when he heard
about the vandalism of the campus Spirit Rock and how counterintuitive the act was.
“Never, not once, has ‘Black
Lives Matter’ been a statement
of superiority … it just means
we want to be acknowledged
and that we have a presence
here.” Russell said. “To have
someone completely try and
disregard and not acknowledge
that movement and [cross] it out
with ‘All Lives Matter’ is like a
protest to a protest. It just seems
very incendiary and unnecessary.”

Colt Nichols, a seventh-semester electrical and biomedical engineering major, and
Omar Gebril, a seventh-semester psychology and Islamic civilizations major, both repaired
the defaced Spirit Rock in the
late afternoon on Sunday.
Gebril said at first he didn’t
believe it, but found the vandalism incredibly disheartening to
see.
“This is essentially the simplest form of peaceful protest
there is,” Nichols said. “It’s
quite frustrating to be honest
that someone had that big of
an issue with ‘Black Lives Matter’ that they felt the need to
take time out of their day [to do
that].”
Nichols said his initial reaction was that he saw the message as one of hate.
“Definitely, when righteous
movements like this one take
to peaceful forms of protest …
hateful people see easy targets,”
Nichols said. “The way I feel
is no matter who you are, the
Black Lives Matter thing isn’t
just a racial issue, it’s a human
issue.”
Patrick Paul, a seventh-se-

“It’s quite frustrating to be honest that
someone had that big of an issue with ‘Black
Lives Matter’ that they felt the need to take
time out of their day [to do that].”
COLT NICHOLS

One anonymous student on
Reddit stated there was tension
on campus, and that the “us
versus them mentality” is being
stoked further by universities
across the country.
“In the end, obviously someone has stoked some flames by
covering up part of the rock and
changing the meaning purposefully, although we can’t know
exactly what was in their head
they clearly knew it would cause
backlash,” the student said.
Emma Stierle, a third-semester women, gender and sexuality studies major, said she
wanted the vandals to know
that “the UConn community
doesn’t tolerate racism and as
UConn has said in past emails,
we stand with the Black Lives
Matter movement.”

mester chemical engineering
major, said in his opinion, the
statement “Black Lives Matter”
means “Black Lives Matter too.”
He explained that, throughout
history, Black people have been
marginalized, oppressed, dehumanized and exploited since the
transatlanic slave trade all the
way up to present.
“I think that Black Lives Matter means that Black Lives do
matter in and of themselves,”
Paul said. “If people see what’s
happening in our communities, how families are being
broken, people are being jailed
mercilessly, people are being
exploited, people are still living
in poverty … I feel that it’s more
of a call to action.”

See BLM, p. 2

Luis “Soop Doop” Diaz holding up one finger in a selfie in the Student Union in August. Diaz will be moved from the Union Street
Market to Gelfenbien Commons this week.
PHOTO COURTESY OF @LUISSAUL210 ON INSTAGRAM

though, too bad we can’t see
him,” Tyles said, referring to
students without a meal plan.
Diaz will only be working
there for the rest of this semester, he said, as he will return to
the Union next semester when
business is expected to pick
back up.
dailycampus.com

“I’m happy to be going back
again,” Diaz said.
Diaz’s first day at Towers is
Tuesday. He will work from
Monday through Friday, 11
a.m. to 8 p.m.
“Make sure to come visit
at Towers,” Diaz said. “God
bless.”
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Fresh paint dries on the spirit rock to cover vandalism visible
on the morning of Sept. 20. The vandal had spray painted over
the existing “Black Lives Matter” to read “All Lives Matter.”
PHOTO BY KEVIN LINDSTROM, PHOTO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS
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News

UConn hires Bradford to BLM covering on
be new Vice Provost
rock sparks outrage
by Luke Hajdasz
STAFF WRITER
luke.hajdasz@uconn.edu

University of Connecticut Dramatic Arts department head Michael Bradford has been hired as
the Vice Provost for Faculty, Staff
and Student Development at the
University.
Bradford, who has been a
UConn faculty member since
2000, is a playwright by trade
and a Navy veteran. He attended
UConn Avery Point and worked
at Electric Boat in Groton before
being hired as a professor at Avery Point.
The position, which helps to
bridge the gap between students,
faculty and staff, requires a good
listener and problem solver,
Bradford said.
“You can’t talk to one cohort
without really affecting another
cohort,” Bradford said. “I’m happy the position is structured in
such a way that I can be in conversation with everyone involved.”
UConn Provost Carl Lejuez
was on the search committee that
selected Bradford.
“You want to know everyone
on your team has the same north
star,” Lejuez said. “One of service,
one of humility, one of really try-

ing to understand that the focus of
our office is about truly supporting students, faculty and staff in
reaching their potential and being successful, and Michael fits
that perfectly.”

“Michael is a truly
special individual
who inspires
people and sees
people for who
they are but also
what they can be.”
PROVOST CARL LEJUEZ

Both Lejuez and Bradford admit that a playwright Vice Provost at a top 25 public university
looking to double research over
the next decade is an interesting
combination; however, Bradford’s focus on people and culture
is what set him apart as the leading candidate.
“When I arrived, there were a
few values that are very important to me as a leader,” Lejuez
said. “One of them is communication, another is academic rigor

and the third is really valuing and
supporting our people. Michael’s
role fits that third one. It’s important for me to hire someone who
really understands why students,
faculty and staff members come
to UConn and develop as a person, learn important skills and be
able to succeed and move forward
in whatever their aspirations are.
Michael is a truly special individual who inspires people and sees
people for who they are but also
what they can be.”
Bradford said his biggest plans
in the role revolve around unity,
culture and understanding the
needs of all three groups he’ll
oversee.
“How do we support the staff
in development of their own professional identity and career?”
Bradford said. “How do we create life-transformative education
without doubling the work of
faculty? How does faculty maintain their research as we move
into this new space? How do
we bring regional campuses on
board? We often talk about One
UConn, but how do we celebrate
the differences of the regional
campuses while maintaining
one mission?”
Bradford’s first day as Vice
Provost is Sept. 28.

Barrett emerges as court favorite;
Trump to pick by weekend

STUDENTS, cont. from p. 1
The university, as well as other campus organizations, have
issued statements in regards to
the vandalism.
In a Twitter statement, UConn
President Tom Katsouleas said,
“Someday in an ideal world maybe all lives will matter equally,
but for too long black lives have
suffered discrimination and racism. I’m sorry to see our Spirit
Rock altered as it was today, and
the insensitivity to that context
that it represents.”
Dr. Tuitt and the Office for Diversity and Inclusion (ODI) also
issued a statement over Twitter.
“ODI is aware that the Black
Lives Matter statement painted
on the spirit rock was defaced
and altered to read ‘All Lives
Matter.’ This incident has been
reported to the appropriate offices and we will be looking into the
matter further,” the statement
read. “This act of Anti-Blackness will not deter the growing
number of community members
committed to racial justice from
moving forward with our efforts
to make UConn a more inclusive
and equitable institution. Ironically, the decision to whiteout
‘Black’ and replace it with ‘All’
reinforces exactly why there is a
need to have a Black Lives Matter
statement in the first place.”
The Undergraduate Student
Government (USG) stated that
they were “disgusted, disturbed
and disappointed to see the Spirit Rock vandalized.”
“USG stands with the Black

Community, and the Black students who were targeted yesterday,” the statement said. “We are
heartened to see that it only took
a few hours for undergraduates
Omar Gebril and Colt Nichols
to repaint the Rock, and the Student Body to reaffirm that Black
Lives Matter.”
Paul said he thinks the vandalism is part of a widespread
problem and said the university’s reluctance to address these
issues reflects that. He said the
incidents on campus are part of
a greater societal problem and
people are not speaking up and
talking about it.
“Sometimes a common response is ‘Why does everything
have to be about race?’” Paul
said. “It’s not about race, it’s
about injustice. Black Lives Matter isn’t a political issue, it’s a human rights issue.”
Paul said that he believed
that “All Lives Matter” is a blanket statement, and on a surface
level it is an acceptable one. The
problem, he explained, was that
it was now used as an attack on
“Black Lives Matter.”
“‘All Lives Matter,’ the way
it’s used now, is as an attack.
And that’s why I’m so torn between it, because in my heart
I do feel that. But the way it’s
used, the way society uses it,
that’s not what I think it is,”
Paul said. “I think that [if] we
just took the time to learn to
love each other, accept each other, and understand each other
then we can definitely start
moving forward.”

Police cancel vacations;
prepare for Breonna
Taylor decision

Amy Coney Barrett, United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit judge, speaks during the
University of Notre Dame’s Law School commencement ceremony at the university, in South Bend,
Ind. Barrett, a front-runner to fill the Supreme Court seat vacated by the death of Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg, has established herself as a reliable conservative on hot-button legal issues from
abortion to gun control. PHOTO BYROBERT FRANKLIN/SOUTH BEND TRIBUNE VIA AP

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Donald Trump met Monday
with Judge Amy Coney Barrett at
the White House as the conservative jurist emerged as a favorite to replace the late Ruth Bader
Ginsburg on the Supreme Court,
the start of a monumental Senate confirmation fight over objections from Democrats it’s too
close to the November election.
Trump said he expects to announce his pick by week’s end,
before the burial of Ginsburg, the

court’s liberal icon, at Arlington
National Cemetery.
The president told reporters he
was still going to be interviewing other candidates and might
meet with Judge Barbara Lagoa
when he travels to Florida later
this week. But Barrett has long
been favored by conservatives,
and those familiar with the process said interest inside the White
House seemed to be waning for
Lagoa amid concerns by some
that she did not have a proven re-
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cord as a conservative jurist.
Democrats, led by presidential
nominee Joe Biden, are protesting
the Republicans’ rush to replace
Ginsburg, saying voters should
speak first, on Election Day, Nov.
3, and the winner of the White
House should fill the vacancy.
Trump dismissed those arguments, telling “Fox & Friends,” “I
think that would be good for the
Republican Party, and I think it
would be good for everybody to
get it over with.”

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville, Kentucky, police said
Monday that they had canceled
vacations and were setting up
barricades in preparation for
the state attorney general’s announcement about whether he
will charge officers in Breonna
Taylor’s shooting death.
A statement from the department said all requests for vacation and days off were being canceled “until further notice” as
the city awaits Attorney General
Daniel Cameron’s announcement. “It is important to note
that (Cameron) has said there is
no timetable for the announcement,” the statement added.
Cameron said earlier this
month that “an investigation, if
done properly, cannot follow a
certain timeline.”
“When the investigation concludes and a decision is made, we
will provide an update about an
announcement,” he said.
Taylor, an emergency medi-
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cal worker, was shot eight times
on March 13 by officers who entered her home using a no-knock
warrant during a narcotics investigation. The warrant used
was connected to a suspect who
did not live there, and no drugs
were found inside. The use of noknock warrants has since been
banned by Louisville’s Metro
Council.
Large protests over Taylor’s
death that at times became violent erupted in late May in the
city but most demonstrations
since then have been peaceful,
including a massive march outside the Kentucky Derby earlier
this month. Celebrities, athletes,
activists and Taylor’s family
have for months pushed Cameron to criminally charge the officers involved in the raid.
Last week, the city of Louisville settled a lawsuit from Taylor’s family for $12 million and
pledged several police reforms
as part of the agreement.
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News
CDC changes, then retracts, web Wall Street falls, S&P
posting on how virus spreads
500 down 1.2% as
global markets swoon
NEW YORK (AP) — The
top U.S. public health agency
stirred confusion by posting —
and then taking down — an apparent change in its position on
how easily the coronavirus can
spread from person to person
through the air.
But officials at the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
say their position has not really
changed and that the post last
week on the agency’s website
was an error that has been taken down.
It was “an honest mistake”
that happened when a draft
update was posted before going
through a full editing and approval process, said Dr. Jay Butler, the CDC’s deputy director
for infectious diseases.
The post suggested that the
agency believes the virus can
hang in the air and spread over
an extended distance. But the
agency continues to believe
larger and heavier droplets that
come from coughing or sneezing
are the primary means of transmission, Butler said.
Most CDC guidance about social distancing is built around
that idea, saying that about 6

feet is a safe buffer between people who are not wearing masks.
In interviews, CDC officials
have acknowledged growing
evidence that the virus can
sometimes be transmitted on
even smaller, aerosolized particles or droplets that spread
over a wider area. Certain case
clusters have been tied to events
in which the virus appeared to
have spread through the air in,
for example, a choir practice.
But such incidents did not appear to be common.
Public health experts urge
people to wear masks, which
can stop or reduce contact with
both larger droplets and aerosolized particles.
But for months, agency officials said little about aerosolized particles. So when the CDC
quietly posted an update Friday
that discussed the particles in
more detail, the agency’s position appeared to have changed.
The post said the virus can remain suspended in the air and
drift more than 6 feet. It also
emphasized the importance of
indoor ventilation and seemed
to describe the coronavirus as
the kind of germ that can spread

widely through the air.
The post caused widespread
discussion in public health circles because of its implications.
It could mean, for example, that
hospitals might have to place infected people in rooms that are
specially designed to prevent air
from flowing to other parts of
the hospital.
But the CDC is not advising
any changes in how far people
stay away from each other, how
they are housed at hospitals or
other measures, Butler said.
The CDC has come under attack for past revisions of guidance during the pandemic, some
of which were driven by political pressure by the Trump administration.
Butler said there was no external political pressure behind
the change in this instance.
“This was an internal issue,.
And we’re working hard to address it and make sure it doesn’t
happen again,” he said.
In a statement released Monday, the CDC said the revisions
to the “How COVID-19 Spreads”
page happened “without appropriate in-house technical review.”

NEW YORK (AP) — Wall
Street slumped Monday as markets tumbled worldwide on worries about the pandemic’s economic pain, though the S&P 500
had pared its losses by the end of
the day.
The drops began in Asia as
soon as trading opened for the
week, and they accelerated in
Europe on worries about the
possibility of tougher restrictions there to stem rising coronavirus counts. In the U.S., stocks
and Treasury yields weakened,
while prices sank for oil and
other commodities that a healthy
economy would demand.
The S&P 500 fell 38.41 points,
or 1.2%, to 3,281.06. It extends the
index’s losing streak to four days,
its longest since stocks were selling off in February on recession
worries. But a last-hour recovery helped the index more than
halve its loss of 2.7% from earlier
in the day.
The Dow Jones Industrial
Average fell 509.72, or 1.8%, to
27,147.70 after coming back from
an earlier 942 point slide. The

The wind whips embers from the Joshua trees burned by the Bobcat Fire in Juniper Hills, Calif., Friday.

Nasdaq composite slipped 14.48,
or 0.1%, to 10,778.80 after recovering from a 2.5% drop.
Wall Street has been shaky
this month, and the S&P 500
has dropped 8.4% since hitting
a record Sept. 2 amid a long list
of worries for investors. Chief
among them is fear that stocks
got too expensive when coronavirus counts are still worsening,
Congress is unable to deliver
more aid for the economy, U.S.China tensions are rising and a
contentious U.S. election is approaching.
Investors should expect the
stock market to stay volatile,
perhaps through the November
elections, as they wait for these
questions to shake out, said Jason Draho, head of asset allocation for the Americas at UBS
Global Wealth Management.
Monday’s selling was exacerbated by worries about the possibility of more business restrictions in Europe, particularly as
the United States heads into flu
season, Draho said, and “some
investors may be stepping aside.”

PHOTO BY RINGO H.W. CHIU/AP PHOTO

Virtual UN meeting saps NYC
Soaring wealth
during pandemic of yearly hubbub, cash infusion
highlights rising
inequality
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Americans’ household wealth
rebounded last quarter to a record
high as the stock market quickly
recovered from a pandemicinduced plunge in March. Yet the
gains flowed mainly to the most
affluent households even as tens
of millions of people endured job
losses and shrunken incomes.
The Federal Reserve said
Monday
that
American
households’ net worth jumped
nearly 7% in the April-June
quarter to $119 trillion. That
figure had sunk to $111.3 trillion
in the first quarter, when
the coronavirus battered the
economy and sent stock prices
tumbling.
Since then, the S&P 500 stock

index has regained its record
high before losing some ground
this month. It was up 2.8% for
this year as of Friday. The techheavy Nasdaq has soared more
than 20% this year.
The full recovery of wealth
even while the economy has
regained only about half the jobs
lost to the pandemic recession
underscores
what
many
economists see as America’s
widening economic inequality.
Data compiled by Opportunity
Insights, a research group, show
that the highest-paying onethird of jobs have almost fully
recovered from the recession,
while the lowest-paying onethird of jobs remain 16% below
pre-pandemic levels.
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NEW YORK (AP) — In a normal September, leaders of nations big and small would converge on New York this week,
giving the United States’ largest
city a chance to show itself off as
a crossroads of the world.
But this year, the usual lineup
of presidents, premiers, monarchs and other dignitaries
won’t be sweeping into the city
for the U.N. General Assembly’s
annual top-level meeting and
the conferences, high-stakes
sit-downs and hobnobbing that
surround it. The assembly has
moved online because of the
coronavirus, compounding the
pandemic’s blows to the city’s
economy and worldly esprit.
“We are a cosmopolitan city.
You know, we are the melting
pot of the world, And to not have
the world come to us this way is
chipping away at this beautiful
city that we had pre-COVID,”
says restaurateur Philippe Massoud.
Ordinarily, he would be looking forward to one of the best
weeks of the year at ilili, his
Lebanese-Mediterranean restaurant. It’s about a mile (1.6 km)
from the U.N. and has drawn a
number of prominent figures,
particularly during the annual
assembly summits, he says.
“We’re a great place for diplomatic first dates,” Massoud
explains. The eatery’s mezze
—- small dishes meant for sharing — serve as icebreakers, he

says: “Mezze and diplomacy go
hand-in-hand.” Those tete-atetes aren’t on the menu during
this assembly, which comes as
ilili and other New York restaurants are already straining from
a monthslong ban this spring on
dining out, continuing limitations on table service, and worries about the city’s overall path
to recovery.
As the epicenter of the U.S.
outbreak this spring, New York
City has lost more than 23,000
residents to confirmed and
probable cases of COVID-19.
That’s more than the nationwide death tolls reported in
most countries.
New York wrangled the virus

“We are a
cosmopolitan
city. You know, we
are the melting
pot of the world,
and to not have
the world come
to us this way is
chipping away at
this beautiful city
that we had preCOVID”
PHILIPPE MASSOUD

down to fairly low, stable levels
in late spring but remains wary.
On top of U.S. restrictions on
certain international travelers, New York requires visitors
from most U.S. states to quarantine themselves on arrival,
and big gatherings and even indoor restaurant dining are still
banned.
The city says it appreciates
that the U.N., which donated
250,000 much-needed surgical
masks in late March, took the
initiative to hold its signature
big meeting by video for the
first time in its 75 years.
“From a city perspective, we
have been very grateful for that,”
said Penny Abeywardena, New
York City’s international affairs
commissioner. ”Unfortunately,
the economic impact is going to
be significant.”
Even in a city that has boasted
of drawing 65 million visitors a
year, the U.N. gathering is one
of the most notable, and noticeable, annual events.
About 25,000 people entered
the U.N. headquarters just on
the first day of last year’s roughly weeklong meeting, according
to the organization. The city’s
hotels — currently making only
about 20% of their normal revenue — usually reap about $20
million from assembly attendees’ room rentals alone, said Vijay Dandapani, the CEO of the
Hotel Association of New York
City, a trade group.
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Editorial

The Daily
Campus
stands with
BLM at UConn

S

unday morning it was widely
spread over social media that
someone had vandalized the
Black Lives Matter mural on
the University of Connecticut’s
often painted spirit rock. The
vandals painted over the word “Black” and in
the same white paint wrote the word “all” above
the remaining phrase.
The logic of the statements “all lives matter”
and “Black lives matter” are not at odds. “All
lives matter” is racist to the extent that its supporters put forth the statement in opposition to
the phrase and movement of Black Lives Matter.
This was true yesterday at UConn as the vandal did not add their own term but destroyed
the phrase “Black lives matter” in favor of “all
lives matter”.
Black Lives Matter is a civil rights movement
fighting against institutional anti-Black discrimination including the ongoing murder of
countless innocent Black people by police. This
is a movement for racial justice which finds opposition in All Lives Matter, Blue Lives Matter
and other racist iterations of the idea that right
now, it isn’t important to specifically emphasize
the value of Black life, even though Black people
around the country have many legitimate bases
for questioning the value of their own lives.
Predominantly White All Lives Matter supporters, such as our vandal, understand that
their phrase is unproductive. They aren’t interested in racial harmony or anti-racism, they
want Black Lives Matter to stop existing. They
want to return to a time when, despite the presence of systemic racism and oppression, they
felt comfortable because they avoided most
reminders of it. Racism and segregation are so
entrenched in the United States that millions
of non-Black Americans consider themselves
distant enough from ongoing racism to prefer
the ignorance promoted by the phrase “all lives
matter.”
This view is wrong on every level. From all
of us here at the Daily Campus: Black Lives
Matter. All lives may someday matter in a postracial society, but until that day, the phrase is
a detractor from the specific suffering experienced today by Black Americans. Black UConn
students’ lives matter and they should be able to
rely on a community which responds to racist
attacks such as this vandalism. We only hope
that in covering BLM we can do justice to these
realities and work towards a world in which
nobody lives an unvalued life.
The Daily Campus also stands with community members who find President Tom Katsouleas’ social media response to be ignorant and
inappropriate. Our president must unequivocally say that Black Lives Matter and choose to
stand with the movement. Our administration
must establish anti-racist policies which move
beyond public relations. It’s unclear how exactly
we can move forward right now, but we need
leadership that understands the gravity of a
racist attack on so many of our community
members.

CARTOON BY JOY ROLLINS, CARTOONIST/THE DAILY CAMPUS

There’s no climate justice alongside police
by Harry Zehner
OPINION EDITOR
harry.zehner@uconn.edu

“As they got closer to
the entrance, the police
were confronted by a human wall, arm hooked
with arm, row after row,
blocking all the space
between the river and
the ravine … Then, like
a wedge aimed at a specific point of the human
wall, the squad surged.
With the barrier broken,
the battle began. Truncheons span and hit, people ran everywhere.”
This is the firsthand
account of Flavia (presented by Rachel Rolnik in her book, “Urban
Warfare”), a teenager
living in Horto, a poor
neighborhood in Rio de
Janeiro. Horto is one of
thousands of “illegal”

settlements around the
world which are occupied by generations of
impoverished families.
Their self-built homes
and “illegal” land are
neglected
and
starved of investment, until developers decide it’s
ripe for speculation. Flavia’s account captures the
incendiary
moment when the
shock troops of
financial
speculation (the police) met
neighborhood
resistance.
In the highly financialized global land market,
neglected “slums” and
“informal settlements”
can quickly become fertile ground for developers to build luxury con-

R.I.P. RBG: Thank
you for your service
and your lessons
by Aarushi Nohria
CONTRIBUTOR
aarushi.nohria@uconn.edu

On Friday, the country
was rocked by the death of
Supreme Court Justice and
feminist icon Ruth Bader
Ginsburg. In the days following her death, many have
begun to consider her history of protecting the natural
rights of women. Her professional accomplishments are
vast, including, but certainly
not limited to, establishing
the application of the 14th
amendment’s Equal Protection Clause for women,
the right of women to sign
a mortgage or open a bank
account without a male cosigner and the right for male
widowers to receive Social
Security benefits. Beyond
her career, Ginsburg has
been nicknamed “Notorious
RBG” by social media-era
feminists who admire her
achievements and powerful
confidence. However, her
legacy is not so simple.
In 2016, Ginsburg responded to San Francisco
49ers former quarterback
Colin Kaepernick’s protest
against police brutality by
kneeling, stating that she
thought that it was “dumb
and disrespectful” and calling Kapernick “arrogant.”
Given Ginsburg’s long history of working for equality, her racially insensitive
comments regarding Kapernick’s silent protest are
difficult to reconcile. By
policing the forms of protest used, Ginsburg reveals
she felt more strongly about
“right” ways to protest than
systemic racism. Martin
Luther King Jr. wrote in
“Letter from a Birmingham
Jail”: “Shallow understanding from people of good will
is more frustrating than

absolute misunderstanding
from people of ill will.” King
perfectly explains why Ginsburg’s
short-sightedness,
while not a new phenomenon for supposed allies of
Black equality, was incredibly disappointing.
The aforementioned example is only one by Ginsburg that is disparaging toward historically oppressed
populations. In 2005, Ginsburg wrote an opinion in
favor of the 8-1 majority in
the Sherrill v. Oneida Indian Nation Supreme Court
case: “[Given] the Oneidas’
long delay in seeking judicial
relief against parties other
than the United States, we
hold that the tribe cannot
unilaterally revive its ancient sovereignty, in whole
or in part, over the parcels at
issue.” Ginsburg’s argument
against the Oneida’s attempt
to reclaim their land stolen by New York overlooks
America’s history of restricting Native American populations from bringing cases
to court, so their “long delay”
was not a fault of the Oneida
but a product of centuries
of systemic oppression that
was furthered by Ginsburg’s
ruling and opinion.
How do we mourn someone with such a complex
legacy? On Friday, when I
first heard about Ginsburg’s
death, I was shocked and
lamented the loss of such
an incredible feminist icon.
On Saturday, I remembered
what I had read back in 2016
about her comments on Kapernick’s protest and felt
anger at her lack of intersectionality and at myself for
being unnecessarily critical
in the wake of her death.

For more of
the story visit
DAILYCAMPUS.COM

dos and office towers.
Across the world, from
Rio to Mumbai to Brooklyn, neighborhoods occupied by poor residents
are increasingly targeted
for development and
gentrification. Rolnik
sees this pattern as a
natural outgrowth
of financialized
capitalism,
which, from
the
colonial
era to today,
has always sought to
gobble up new spaces
and frontiers for exploitation and profit.
At the forefront of this
frontier expansion is the
police, who are almost
always responsible for
clearing poor people off
of desirable land to make
way for wealthy enclaves. In Lagos, Nigeria,

the police are famous for
violently razing slums to
clear the way for luxury
development. In Rio de
Janeiro, much like Flavia’s experience in Horto,
the Unidades de Polícia
Pacificadora, or Police
Pacifying Units, have
been instrumental in
priming poor favelas for
investment and gentrification. In neighborhoods
like Flatbush, Brooklyn,
luxury development always goes hand in hand
with an increased police
presence. In gentrifying Oakland, homeless
families occupied a vacant home and were subsequently evicted by a
SWAT team.

For more of
the story visit
DAILYCAMPUS.COM

Antisemitism
clearly isn’t a
priority of the house
by Sam Zelin

CONTRIBUTOR
sam.zelin@uconn.edu

On Thursday, Sept. 17,
the House of Representatives passed H.R. 2574,
the Equity and Inclusion
Enforcement Act of 2019,
with a vote of 232-188.
This bill is an attempt
to amend Title VI of the
Civil Rights act of 1964,
in order to “restore the
right to individual civil
actions in cases involving
disparate impact, and for
other purposes,” as stated by the bill’s sponsor,
Virginia Representative
Bobby Scott.
This bill is necessary in
combating inequalities in
our nation, and I sincerely hope it gets through
the Senate, but it’s what
happened before it was
passed that’s alarming.
On Thursday, there were
in fact two roll call votes,
the second being the
aforementioned one that
put it through to the Senate, but the first being on
a proposed amendment
to the bill from North
Carolina Representative
Virginia Foxx, where she
asked to add: “In carrying out the responsibilities of the recipient under
this title, the employee
or employees designated
under this section shall
consider
antisemitism
to be discrimination on
the basis of race, color or
national origin as prohibited by this title.’’
This successfully made
it onto the bill with a vote
of 255-164, but the partisan split was almost
opposite from the later
confirmation vote. Democrats voted 66-162, and
Republicans voted 189-1,
as opposed to the later
vote where every Democrat voted yea and all but

three Republicans voted
nay. The justification for
why Democrats didn’t
like this amendment
came from Scott, who
said: “This is just a political attempt to insert religion into Title VI. That is
controversial … while we
are picking just one religious kind of discrimination, antisemitism, what
about the other religions?
Wouldn’t they deserve
attention, too?”
Both of these statements are very antisemitic, and coming from the
person who is literally
spearheading a campaign
for equity and inclusion
in our government, the
hypocrisy of it all is incredible. First off, Jewish people, while they are
not a race, are not simply
a religion either, and the
persecution and discrimination they have faced in
their millenia-old history
would usually not fall under the umbrella of “religious discrimination.”
Many Jewish people
view that as the only ethnicity they can call their
own, as while Jews have
lived in many parts of the
world throughout history, very few have welcomed them. Meanwhile,
I’ve never met a Catholic
who would say that their
ethnicity is Catholic.
Sure, maybe “Irish Catholic” or “Roman Catholic,” but both of those are
much more tied to a specific nation than “Ashkenazi Jew” or “Sephardic
Jew” (Not trying to pick
on Catholics by the way,
I just happen to have one
side of my family that is;
this analogy works with
many other religions).

For more of
the story visit
DAILYCAMPUS.COM
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‘Boys State’: A sobering, yet hopeful,
reflection on our nation’s politics
by Brandon Barzola
ASSOCIATE MANAGING EDITOR
brandon.barzola@uconn.edu

In their award-winning documentary,
“Boys State” filmmakers Jesse Moss and
Amanda McBaine tackle the rising tension
that follows the gubernatorial race at Texas
Boys State, a week-long mock exercise in
which high school seniors from across
Texas build their own state government.
Alongside the subjects, four boys with different backgrounds and aspirations, the
filmmakers inspire not just the audience,
but also the attendees of the 2018 Texas
Boys State.
At Texas Boys State, 1,100 boys are
separated into two fictional parties, the
Federalists and the Nationalists, and each
party must come together to form their own
policies and run for positions within their
parties. Ultimately, each party campaigns
for their candidate to be elected the highest
position at Boys State: state governor.
Early on in the screening process, the
filmmakers stumbled upon their subjects:
Steven Garza, a determined and progressive but quiet child of Mexican immigrants
who’s in the run for governor through the
Nationalist party; Robert MacDougall, a
laid-back but complex teen who preaches
to the crowd and runs against Steven; and
Ben Feinstein, a double amputee and conservative teen whose confidence propels
him into the position of party chairman for
the Federalists. Later on during the filming
process, the filmmakers met René Otero, a
fierce and headstrong African American
teen who wins party chairman for the Nationalist party and overcomes challenges
of impeachment and racism.
“We fully credit the hand of fate in that
we can’t control the documentary gods, and
they did shine down upon us, and we got
very lucky,” Moss said in a college press
conference call. “But they [the boys] all
did so well in different ways and they all
turned out to be as complicated, interesting
[and] remarkable as we hoped that they
would be.”
For the filmmakers, finding a diverse
cast of subjects was just as important as
making sure they filmed as much of the
week-long event as possible.
“We did have a tiny checklist when we
were looking for kids, and part of that was
diversity in background, in life experience,
in socioeconomic but also in politics,”
McBaine said in the press conference call.
Over the course of the documentary,
Steven evolves from a shy, Bernie Sand-

ers supporter to an inspiring orator who
appeals to the better selves of his largelyconservative peers.
“We were very excited to follow Steven
through this process because he was a little
bit of an underdog in a lot of ways,” McBaine said in the press conference call.
McBaine discussed how Steven’s softspoken nature attributed to this underdog
status, and she originally wasn’t sure if
he would be able to muster the power and
confidence to command a room of rowdy
teenage boys. However, they were pleasantly surprised when he made it as far as
he did into the gubernatorial race, able to
inspire people through his speeches alone.
“It just reminds me what this country is
capable of if people are given a chance and
their voice is heard,” McBaine said.
Robert, who ran against Steven in the
party primaries, tried to appeal to his
conservative peers by centering his policy
around that, which he thought his peers
would approve of. For example, Robert
heavily emphasized his policies on abortions and pro-life rhetoric, despite secretly
being pro-choice.
“I went into this experience with a very
narrow, quite cynical … mindset, I had this
expectation that that room was going to be
a very red, very one-minded place,” Robert
said in the press conference. “So, I made
the decision to run based on that expectation and that eventually led to me losing to
Steven in our own party primary.”
What Moss and McBaine captured in
“Boys State” provides a brutally honest
reflection of the current state of our nation’s
politics. Robert lied about his true political
values for his own political gain, and this
ultimately backfired because of Steven’s
firm belief in his own values. This unwavering belief in his own values, combined
with his own powerful rhetoric, allowed
Steven to appeal to the better selves of the
other Boys State attendees and inspire
them, despite differences in political beliefs.
“Steven is someone who ran on what he
actually believed in, what actually meant a
lot to him, and that ended up showing me
that that’s not necessarily a true statement,”
Robert said in the press conference. “You
don’t have to lie to win all the time.”
Although the documentary doesn’t provide a concrete answer to achieving bipartisanship, Robert and Moss discussed the
importance of listening to each other and
meeting each other halfway in the press
conference call.

The poster for the documentary, “Boys State,” by Jesse Moss and Amanda
McBaine. The film follows the events of the 2018 Texas Boys State, an event
where high school seniors from across the state form and run a mock government over the course of a week. PHOTO COURTESY A24

“In the end, I truly do think I saw the vast
majority of people want the same thing.
They want what’s best for their state, their
city, their country … It’s just how they want
to get there is so different,” Robert said.
“For the most part that should be able to
be done without actually having to compromise on those core deeply held beliefs.”
“Boys State” depicts a powerful picture
of what takes place in contemporary politics, with demagoguing right at the center

of it. In the last half of the documentary,
Ben makes a controversial decision that
outright determines the outcome of the
gubernatorial election. Although that decision may be initially frowned upon by
some viewers, it’s a great example of what
demagoguing can achieve in the political
sphere.

For more of the story
visit DAILYCAMPUS.COM

National Voter Registration Day: What you need to know
by Ian Ward

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
Ian.Ward@uconn.edu

Tomorrow is National Voter Registration Day, and
with that comes a big push for voter registration. But
when did this holiday originate and how many voters
have been registered since the creation of this day?
National Voter Registration Day was first celebrated on Sept. 25, 2012 and since its founding,
nearly three million people have registered to vote,
according to nationalvoterregistrationday.org. In
2012, around 153 million Americans were registered
to vote while in 2016, there were around over 157
million voters registered, according to the National
Census Bureau.
According to that same study, around 49% of 18 to
24-year-olds were registered to vote in 2018, which
was down six percentage points from 2016. The age
group with the highest percentage of registered voters in 2018 was 65 to 74-year-olds at almost 75%. In
Connecticut, around 68% of
Residents are registered to vote compared to 61.5%
of voters nationwide, according to Tufts University.
One reason why voter registration among younger
voters is lower than their older counterparts is preregistration laws across the country. According to a
study conducted by the Midwest Political Science Association, voter pre-registration leads to an increase

in youth voter turnout. Another reason why youth
voter registration is lower is because of registration
barriers. According to the American Bar Association, states like Mississippi require voters to submit
proof of citizenship in
order to register to
vote.

One
way states
are increasing
youth voter registration is by changing the way
they register voters. In 2016, Oregon passed a law
in which any person who obtains or renews their

driver’s license is automatically registered to vote.
Youth voter registration went up seven percentage
points in 2016 from 2012 as a result, according to
a report from allianceforyouthaction.org.
In order to be able to register to vote in Connecticut, you must be at least 17 years and be turning
18 by election day, be a citizen of the United States
living in Connecticut and have completed parole
if you were previously convicted with a felony.
To register to vote online, go to voterregisration.ct.gov and enter your information. If you
possess a driver’s license, enter your DMV ID
number on the form along with your personal
information. If you do not have a driver’s license,
you can still register to vote. Unlike the primaries, you do not have to register with a particular
political party in order to be a registered voter
in Connecticut.
UConn has made a website informing students
about how to register to vote and the important
deadlines for registering. The deadline to register
to vote by mail in Connecticut is Oct. 27. If you
plan to vote in person on Election Day, you can
register to vote the day of the election. Election
Day will be held on Nov. 3 and polling locations
will be open from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. To look up
your polling location, visit your town’s registrar
of voters website for more information.
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‘Ratched’ might as well be Season
10 of ‘American Horror Story’
by Gino Giansanti

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
gino.giansanti_ jr@uconn.edu

Last Friday, Netflix released
Ryan Murphy’s latest creation,
“Ratched,” as the third series
in his $300 million deal with
the streaming giant. With
Sarah Paulson playing the
titular role, “Ratched” tells the
origin story of Nurse Mildred
Ratched, the infamous warden
of the psychiatric hospital in
Ken Kesey’s 1962 classic “One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest.”
The villainess has since been
made more iconic following
the release and success of the
1975 film of the same name.
Louise Fletcher, who plays
Nurse Ratched in the film,
won an Oscar for her role,
leaving big shoes for Paulson
to fill. Paulson gladly accepts
the challenge and perfectly
embodies the complex character. She is by far the standout performance of the show
and provides the perfect blend
of horror and relatability.
That being said, while Paulson’s talent shines bright, the
character created in the series cannot hold a candle to
the Nurse Ratched of the film.
This comes down to writing
and is not meant to take away
from Paulson’s performance.
While both Ratched’s are
ruthless and manipulative,
the film leaves an element
of mystery to the character.
Ryan Murphy’s character,
on the other hand, comes out
and tells you every aspect of
her life in odd monologues

throughout the season. There
is no room for interpretation,
rather there is one single way
the writers want the audience
to view her.
Quite possibly my favorite aspect of the show is the
world in which the story is set.
Like with any Ryan Murphy
production, you can tell that
a tremendous amount of the
budget was given to the set
designers, costume designers
and hair stylists. The series
truly captures the post-WWII

For those of you
looking for your fix
of “American Horror
Story,” in wake of tthe
show’s 2020 hiatus,
this is certainly a
must-watch.
era feel, immersing the audience in a world that is overall
aesthetically pleasing. The
costumes of Nurse Ratched
are neat, tidy and elegant, adding to her sinister demeanor.
The nostalgia of 1940s California contrasts very well with
the gruesome murders and
barbaric psychological treatment.
The visually appealing
world, however, is part of the
story’s problem. It did not
seem very original, but rather
a mixture of every previous
Ryan Murphy project. The
costumes and set pieces, al-

beit stunning, seem borrowed
from the set of “Hollywood,”
which was also set in 1940s
California; the big name actors like Cynthia Nixon and
Sharon Stone remind us of the
slew of A-listers who worked
on “The Politician;” and, of
course, the sheer amount of
gore and sex is all too familiar to fans who have watched
all nine seasons of “American
Horror Story.” (AHS) Look at
who was cast! Murphy didn’t
even stray further than the
cast of AHS for his female
lead and a handful of featured
roles.
While “Ratched” is undoubtedly entertaining,
especially with Halloween
just around the corner, it is
certainly not impressive.
For those of you looking for
your fix of “American Horror
Story” in wake of the show’s
2020 hiatus, this is certainly
a must-watch. For those of
you who loved reading “One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest”
in high school and can’t wait
to hear the backstory of your
favorite villain, this is definitely something to skip. Paulson
reported in an interview that
the character of Randle McMurphy won’t be making an
appearance until the show’s
fourth season. I can’t guarantee that I’ll be watching long
enough to see it.

Rating: 2.5/5

‘America’s Barbecue Showdown’: Netflix’s newest foodiegalore cooking show
by Jordana Castelli
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
jordana.castelli@uconn.edu

Most teenagers watch
“American Horror Story” or
“Pretty Little Liars,” but me?
Of course not! My favorite
shows to watch are anything
food-related. This past weekend Netflix released “American Barbecue Showdown,”
a new foodie show that will
cater to anyone who loves to
grub on meat and coleslaw.
The show presents a row of
competitors who duel to see
who can chef up the most delicious barbecue. Their food is
tasted and judged by barbecue
connoisseurs Kevin Bludso,
Melissa Cookston, Rutledge
Wood and Lyric Lewis. Each
round, a winner is chosen. Of
the bottom two chosen, one
will be eliminated.
What I love about barbecue
specifically is the culture and
soul that comes with it. Barbecue is a reflection of people’s
families, their childhood and
their style of eating. This is directly displayed through the
contestants’ choice of spices.
For example, one competitor made his barbecue with
a Latin base because of his
Columbian origin, while another from North Carolina
displayed a true American
meal. Each individual brings
their own twist to the plate
based on the techniques and
flavors they were taught at
home.
While the meat is, of course,

the main part of the dish, the
competitors must nail their
side dishes as well. The purpose of a barbecue isn’t only
to eat a rack of ribs, but baked
beans, mac and cheese, corn
and whatever else too! If
standing by a smoker is the
only thing you have to do,
then barbecuing may not seem
intimidating, but try making all the sides at the same
time. During the first round,
Cookston introduced a mid-

What I love about
barbeque specifically
is the culture and
the soul that comes
with it. Barbeque is a
reflection of people’s
families, their
childhood and their
style of eating.
round challenge where each
competitor had 90 minutes
to create their own version of
bread. I never even knew there
were so many variations of
barbecue breads! Some made
the classic cornbread, while
others delved into cakes, biscuits and flapjacks.
What separates barbecue
from other types of cooking
are the complexities that come
along with meat. Different
meats take different amounts
of time to cook, however, the
contestants must always find

a way to complete their dishes within the allotted time. If
they don’t, they run the risk of
being eliminated. During the
first round, individuals were
able to choose which types of
meat they wished to cook, but
after that, the judges chose for
them. This gave the judges a
chance to see the contestants’
strengths and weaknesses as
well as how they work under
pressure. Some were able
to remain strong while others crumbled and had to say
goodbye.
Overall, I loved the show for
various reasons. First off, it
was amazing to see how much
passion each contestant had
for barbecuing. They had
spent their whole lives eating this type of cuisine, with
many having previously participated in competitions.
Despite them dueling against
each other, they still valued
their shared love of barbecuing more. Secondly, I was able
to learn how tedious and difficult cooking meat really is.
With an oven it’s easy to adjust
and regulate the temperature,
however on a smoker all you
can do is add wood or coal.
I definitely will be recommending “America’s Barbecue
Showdown” to my friends and
family!

Rating: 5/5 stars

Is ‘Tenet’ worth the
cost of admission?
by Zachary Wisnefsky
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
zachary.wisnefsky@uconn.edu

Christopher Nolan’s “Tenet”
is the first major blockbuster
film that has taken the risk of
releasing to theaters in our current global pandemic. Boasting
a gargantuan reported budget of
$200 million, Nolan and Warner Bros. are taking a massive
risk in releasing this film to the
public. Thus creates the question, is “Tenet” worth the cost
of admission?
In short, it may be.
This is Nolan’s most Nolanlike film. If you have seen any
of his prior films, such as 2010’s
“Inception” or 2014’s “Interstellar,” you understand what that
phrase means. Its concept, its
tone and its execution all fit
his unique style of filmmaking. That being said, this is by
far his most confusing film to
date. “Inception” is a complex
film, with its multiple levels of
dreamscapes and time dilations,
but “Tenet” is a whole ‘nother
level. It is about five times as
confusing as “Inception,” and
that’s a conservative estimate.
That being said, there are some
redeeming factors to the confusion.
To start, the visuals are absolutely insane. Nolan showed
us through “The Dark Knight,”
“Inception” and “Interstellar”
what’s possible with a camera.
With this, he shows us something different. To put it simply,
you have never seen a film that
looks anything like this. Visually, this is probably his most
impressive film to date, which
is high praise when you look
at his filmography. It is jampacked with thrilling action
sequences and mind-bending
cinematic moments, creating an
atmosphere that you have to see
to believe.
Another strong aspect of the
film is Ludwig Görannson’s
score. You may have heard
Görannson’s Oscar-winning
work in the cultural phenomenon “Black Panther” or his
Emmy-winning work for the
Star Wars series’ “The Mandalorian.” He yet again submits a
fantastic track with this movie,
in his first collaboration with
Nolan. Nolan’s regular collaborator, Hans Zimmer, was unable
to score this film, presumably
because of his work on the upcoming film “Dune.”

In other positives, the dialogue is well-written and the
acting is solid, but neither are
as incredible as in Nolan’s past
epics.
All that being said, there are
many problems with this film.
To begin, while Görannson’s
score is incredible, the sound
design is not. The balance between the score and the dialogue is bothersome throughout
the entire runtime, making it
difficult to hear almost every
line in every scene. Combine
this with an already confusing
plot — making exposition all the
more vital — and the confusion
is upped to another level. It will
take days, maybe even weeks
or months to understand this
film’s plot at a basic level. Even
if you watch it 10 times, you may
not fully grasp the storyline.
The plot is almost unbearably
complex. Much of it is about
bouncing between location and
location, without much consistency or cohesiveness. As an audience member, you feel like you
are just jumping from plot point
to plot point, without any sort of
connectedness or through line
in its totality.
This film also lacks the thematic and emotional cores that
Nolan’s past blockbusters famously possess. “The Dark
Knight” is renowned for its
thematic clash between order
and chaos; “Inception” is adored
for its deep emotional storyline
about Dom Cobb (Leonardo DiCaprio) overcoming his traumatic past with his wife; “Interstellar” brings out tears with
its story between a father and
daughter. “Tenet” fails to have
the themes or emotions that
Nolan’s previous films possess,
which hurts the film’s impact,
as it feels emptier and lacking
compared to his other films.
In conclusion, although
“Tenet” has plot issues, sound
design problems and lacks a
strong thematic or emotional
storyline, there is just no way
this film isn’t recommended.
The visuals are so unlike any
other film ever made, that if
you are a movie fanatic, seeing
this on as large a screen as possible is a must. Unfortunately,
because of its flaws, this film
only earns a moderately strong
recommendation.

Rating: 4.15/5

In “Tenet,” viewers follow secret agent Washington as he embarks on a dangerous, time-bending mission to prevent the
start of World War III. PHOTO COURTESY OF IMDB.COM
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A ZERO WASTE
PROJECT
Ditching wrappers with homemade granola bars
by Alex Houdeshell

MANAGING EDITOR
alexandra.houdeshell@uconn.edu

One of my biggest weaknesses:
Fiber One Oats and Chocolate
Chewy granola bars. I normally
eat one daily, before I work out
in the morning, or on my way out
of the house in a rush, or late at
night when I’m not really hungry but want something with a
bit of chocolate. I buy them in
big 30-packs from BJs (or rather
my Mom buys them for me). But
within a few weeks of moving into
my apartment up near Storrs, I
looked down into my trash can to
see nothing but dozens upon dozens of granola bar wrappers. This
visual, combined with my recent
interest in zero waste, led me to
wonder if there wasn’t anything
I could do to decrease my specifically granola-bar-related waste.
Why make this swap?
Aside from the same-old fact
that less packaging means less
water and energy wasted during
production, according to EcoEnclose, an eco-friendly packaging company, lots of energy bar
wrappers are made of two layers of
plastic with aluminum squished in
the middle. Even if people thought
to recycle these kinds of flexible
plastic, it often doesn’t really work
and ends up causing more problems for the recycling systems. By
eliminating granola bar wrappers
from my life, I am one step closer
to zero waste.
What I decided to do about it
Granola bars aren’t something I
want to cut out of my life. They’re
convenient. They’re quick. They’re

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY AUTHOR

The Backlog

What’s next:
WARHAMMER 40,000: SPACE MARINE

‘Dicey Dungeons:’ Straight
sixes across the board
by Brandon Barzola
ASSOCIATE MANAGING EDITOR
brandon.barzola@uconn.edu

Only now, as I am writing
this, do I realize the name “Dicey
Dungeons” is a double entendre:
The dungeon itself is dangerous, littered with creative and
quirky enemies, ranging from
a buff snowman, a blood-sucking vacuum cleaner, a flaming
marshmallow, a tiny frog with a
giant sword or a porcupine with
bad allergies; but the characters
themselves are, quite literally
walking, talking dice from the
get-go.
This charming game, developed and published by Irish
video game designer Terry Cavanagh, is similar to “Slay The
Spire,” another roguelike deckbuilding game. Gameplay follows
as such: Players are plunged into
a deadly game show hosted by
the Goddess of Fortune herself,
Lady Luck, where they pick from
six different heroes, who all have
their own unique playstyle. Players roam through the dungeon
map picking and choosing their
battles, and once in battle they
roll dice and match up with
equipment cards to attack, defend, heal and improve their
odds. They do this, picking up
new items and leveling up along
the way, until
they get
to the

the perfect size. They have chocolate and still don’t feel unhealthy.
So instead of just removing them
from my life altogether, I decided
to make my own granola bars.
I started by searching online for
the perfect recipe, primarily on
Pinterest. There are tons of options, whether you want granola
bars that are quick, easy, healthy,
no-bake, fruit-based or anything
else.
I ultimately landed on a recipe
from a blog called Pick Up Your
Craft that seemed easy, with few
enough ingredients that I didn’t
think it would make too much of
a dent in my wallet.
The recipe used a base of quick
oats, old fashioned oats, nut butter and honey. Depending on your
taste, you could add other nuts and
bits to that mixture, so I added almond flakes and chocolate chips.
Essentially, you just mix all these
ingredients together in a rimmed
baking pan, and then put it in the
freezer to set. I also tried to melt
some chocolate to drizzle over
the top, but I didn’t realize you’re
supposed to double-boil chocolate, meaning you melt it in a bowl
over boiling water, so I sort of just
ended up with a weird chocolate
coating over the top. After leaving
it in the freezer for about an hour, I
tried to cut it into bar-shaped, but
it was really thin and crumbly, so
eventually I gave up on that and
sort of just let it break into irregularly-shaped pieces.
They definitely don’t taste the
same as my old Fiber One bars,
and are definitely a little messier.
I’m also still trying to figure out
the best way to package them to
take them out and about with me.

sixth floor of the dungeon and
fight the boss.
That’s the basic rundown of
the gameplay, but there’s so much
more depth to it: As you level up,
you can gain extra dice to increase your max amount of actions per turn; within the shops
and treasure chests on each dungeon floor, you can obtain new
equipment for your arsenal, upgrade existing equipment, or, in
some cases, copy equipment so
you can have more than one of the
same card. Different characters
warrant different playstyles and
strategies, forcing you to think on
your feet and further adapt how
you play with each new dive into
the dungeon.
There are six playable characters who are each progressively harder to play than the
last, introducing new mechanics into gameplay once unlocked.
The Warrior specializes in raw
damage output, with the ability
to reroll dice to ensure the highest
values possible; while the Thief
specializes in rolling as many low
values as possible to frequently
chip away at enemy health while
also stealing enemy equipment
to enable more options in a fight.
On paper, “Dicey Dungeons”
is a simple and fun excursion, but
investing more time and attention
into this game reveals its complex
and rewarding nature. There
are six characters, but each
one has six different episodes that introduce a
fixed modifier or scenario, which makes
for 36 unique runs

through the dungeon.
The game bolsters a cute art
style, paired with funny and
lighthearted dialogue from its
characters. I’ve invested about
14 hours into the game and have
completed only eight out of 36
episodes, so I have yet to learn
whether our heroes survive and
escape this game show from hell.
Now, the music of “Dicey
Dungeons” is simply phenomenal. Its chiptune, or 8-bit style,
soundtrack is sealed into my
mental hall of fame for video
game soundtracks. While playing this game, I noticed I was
visibly bouncing my leg or bobbing my head to the beat of each
song. The soundtrack vaguely
reminds me of the 2015 indie hit
“Undertale,” which also sports an
impressive chiptune soundtrack.
Overall, the music of “Dicey Dungeons” is catchy, energizing and
constantly keeps you immersed
in the game. Both in and out of
fights, the music, sound and visual effects all mentally prepare
you for the battle ahead.
“Dicey Dungeons” excels in
just about every area: It has an
in-depth combat system, which
is both simple and complex
but rewarding, and an exciting
soundtrack that immerses the
player into gameplay. It carries so
much content and variability that
it should probably be worth more
than its $15 retail price. The only
reason I wouldn’t recommend
this game is simply if you are not
interested in the roguelike genre.
But if you are, and this review has
piqued your interest, then this
game is sure to scratch the itch of
a roguelike deckbuilder. Whether you’re looking for something
to pass the time, or want to invest
time into a great solo experience,
“Dicey Dungeons” is a worthy
addition to your library.

Rating: 5/5

But, there are two convincing pros:
less plastic packaging and ultimately a lower cost (roughly $20
for the ingredients to make dozens
of batches versus a $10 box of 30).
It was also a really easy process,
so hopefully if I meddle with the
recipe a little to fit my preferences
better, it can become a habit.
What this can mean for you
Maybe for you, granola bars
aren’t a vice. Maybe it’s individually-wrapped slices of cheese, or
yogurt cups, or sliced bread. But
like me, you can start considering
if you can find an alternative for
these things, or make them yourself. Obviously, DIY isn’t a solution
for every need, or you’d spend all
your time baking. It’s just a matter
of finding low-maintenance strategies that are still effective and
convenient.
And for some of you, maybe
you’re in a dorm, and so you don’t
have access to a kitchen and you
can’t really DIY your own snacks.
In that case, maybe try being more
conscientious about which kinds
of snacks you buy. Instead of buying a bunch of grab-n-go bags of
chips or crackers, buy a larger container and split it up into reusable
tupperware for when you’re on the
go, and just pour yourself a bowl
when you’re staying in. These are
small steps, but if I keep up with
my homemade granola bars, at the
pace I eat them, I could save over a
hundred wrappers from the trash.
What small steps can you take to
do something similar?
Coming up next week:
Composting from your apartment.

Portkey Games announces
single-player RPG set in the
Harry Potter Universe
by Sean Rago

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
sean.rago@uconn.edu

Last Thursday, Portkey
Games released the official
reveal trailer for “Hogwarts
Legacy,” an upcoming singleplayer, action role-playing
game (RPG) set in the wizarding world first introduced in
the best-selling “Harry Potter” book series. The game is
being developed by Avalanche
Software and published by
Portkey Games. No official
release date has been announced yet, but the game is
slated to come out sometime
in 2021 and will be available
for Windows, PlayStation 4,
PlayStation 5, Xbox One and
Xbox Series X/S.
One important detail is
that “Hogwarts Legacy” will
be a standalone game set in
the 1800s Wizarding World.
According to the developers,
although the game will remain
faithful to the established
Harry Potter lore, it will fol-

low an entirely original story.
You will play as a student who
has received late acceptance
to Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Upon arriving at the school, your character realizes that they possess
“the ability to perceive and
master Ancient Magic.” The
player must choose whether
they will use their unique
abilities for the forces of good
or evil.
The playable character’s
appearance will be customizable and the player will get to
choose which Hogwarts house
they want to be sorted into. Although few details have been
released, it is known that the
game will include a skill system. Players can level up their
character by practicing skills
such as potion brewing, taming magical creatures and casting various types of spells. The
trailer also shows players battling both dark wizards and
magical creatures, so we know
that combat will be included.

For more of the story
visit DAILYCAMPUS.COM

Hogwarts Legacy follows the path of a newly enrolled student
as they explore a large open world of Hogwarts. PHOTO COURTESY OF
HARRYPOTTER.FANDOM.COM
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Photo of the Day | Tales from the Union

Sophmore Katie Nguyen works at the Information Center in the Student Union. Many students have to work extra shifts to fill in for students who have been put in
quarantine or isolation. PHOTO BY ERIN KNAPP, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Letters to the Editor
To the UConn Community,
As I write to you, we are now three weeks into the Fall semester, a semester that all of us understood would be
a challenging and unfamiliar experience in many ways. And while we still have a long way to go until Thanksgiving, I wanted to take a moment to reflect on the first stage of this journey.
Since August, we have fluctuated around a 1% positivity rate among residential students, holding infection
levels to near that of the state overall. Just as importantly, the spread to faculty, staff, and the town has been
minimal. The success in limiting the spread among students differentiates us from most of our peers across the
country, who either did not choose to offer in-person classes, or did offer them but experienced dramatic spikes
of the virus.
While far from being in the clear in terms of remaining open through the Thanksgiving break, we can all be
proud of what the UConn community has accomplished so far. Credit is due to the extraordinary efforts of too
many people to mention, but I want to try to highlight a few of the groups and factors that have made a difference.
The critical work to de-densify the campus was the work of many people, but three factors were particularly
key: A well-designed testing strategy, implemented by our health teams and supported by our researchers in
infectious disease; the success of contact tracing and quarantines by health teams from UConn and the Department of Public Health; and most of all, the vigilance of students in following the guidelines of the UConn Promise. In particular, we have not suffered the rapid spread of the virus from the types of large parties that have
been so problematic at other universities.
Although everyone who has done their part deserves credit, there are some members of our community who
have done truly exceptional work in helping us begin the semester in a safe and successful way:
· The faculty and staff members who served on re-entry planning and implementation teams, many of which
started months ago, and involved long days and nights in the run-up to the semester.
· Our entire Student Affairs staff, including the Resident Assistants who have taken on the responsibility of
ensuring that public health guidelines are observed.
· The student leaders who signed on to the reopening effort from the beginning, and laid the groundwork for
the conscientious behavior we’ve seen from the entire student body.
· The faculty members who have so quickly adapted to new modalities of learning to ensure our core missions of teaching and research maintain the same high standards as always.
· The professionals from UConn Health and Student Health and Wellness who are the backbone of our testing and medical care programs, and who devote so much to the well-being of our entire community.
· The dedicated professionals from Public Safety, Human Resources, University Communications, Bursar,
UPDC, ITS, CETL, Athletics, Enrollment, and OVPR who have contributed to our reentry – and whose work
has played a vital rote in allowing us to remain open – who have contributed incredibly long hours and a lot of
hard work to this university.
· Finally, I would like to extend a special thanks to each and every staff member in Facilities Operations
across all our campuses. They continue to be unsung heroes in our efforts to keep our campuses safe and operational and in allowing us to support our students and faculty. We could not do this without them.
This is not a moment to take success for granted. According to contact tracing data, our positive case numbers
continue to be fueled by small-to-medium gatherings where protective face coverings aren’t worn and social
distancing guidelines aren’t observed. In addition to being personally unsafe, this is creating an accumulated
burden for other students who have been asked to quarantine, sometimes several times.
So let’s keep taking the protective measures we know to work, while at the same time fulfilling our need to
be socially connected. We can get together in person safely: all it takes is a mask and 6 feet. In fact, let’s make it a
date: I’ll see you at my next office hour, outside of the Benton. Bring your mask and your Husky pride.
Sincerely,
Tom
Thomas Katsouleas
President, University of Connecticut

CARTOON BY MICHAEL AUSTIN, CARTOONIST/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Dear Huskies:
The Undergraduate Student Government stands with the
Black Community, and the Black Students who were targeted
yesterday.
We are disgusted, disturbed, and disappointed to see the Spirit
Rock vandalized.
We are heartened to see that it only took a few hours for undergraduates Omar Gebril and Colt Nichols to repaint the Rock, and
the Student Body to reaffirm that Black Lives Matter.
We are dismayed to see the lack of a transparent plan from the
administration for not only dealing with but also moving forward from this act of hate. This week USG will be engaging with
and calling on Chief Diversity Officer Frank Tuitt, Provost Carl
Lejuez, and Dean of Students Eleanor Daugherty, to develop and
share a plan to investigate this event and discipline the individuals responsible to the fullest extent.
Our responsibility to the UConn Community, outlined in the
Student Bill of Rights, does not end there. We realize we must do
more than continue to call on administrators. Over the next two
weeks, each of our Committees will be identifying areas where
USG can directly enact some of the changes that will make UConn a place where BIPOC students feel valued. We will outline the
changes that we intend to make by the end of the week.
The fight against systemic racism is a continuous struggle. We,
the Undergraduate Student Government, acknowledge that this
event is just one of many racist events on campus. We continue to
stand with BIPOC students, and we pledge to do everything we
can to amplify their voices. Students seeking additional resources are encouraged to reach out to the SHaW Mental Health Services, Office of Diversity and Inclusion, Community Standards,
and the Dean of Students Office.
Provide reporting link: s.uconn.edu/BiasReport
Be Safe. Be Well,
Undergraduate Student Government

Crossword
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Barkley, Bosa and a plethora of others all done for the season
NFL, cont. from p. 10
As with most things in life,
money matters, and the NFL
knew how much money they
would lose by moving the season back even just one week,
so that Sept. 10 start date
wasn’t moving for anyone.
But I think it was irresponsible to rush the players, who
had only been practicing for
three weeks at the maximum,
into full-speed regular season
games where most of them
are playing north of 50 snaps.
That’s just asking for injuries.
The best method in my opinion would have been to start
the training camp at the same
time they did, with all the COVID-19 precautions taking up
the majority of the first week.
Then, have the ramp-up period and start full practices
in the middle of August like
they did. But instead of going
right from that into the season, starting the week of Sept.
10, each team could have been
paired with another team, and
they could scrimmage against
each other for a week or so.
Then, the next week, the teams
could play a full-on preseason
game to get the players reacclimated to game-speed situations that many hadn’t played
in for over eight months.
Then, if everything still

looked good from a health
standpoint, the season could
start on Sept. 24, just two weeks
later, and play a 14-game regular season instead. That would
have required some serious
revisions in the schedule, but
every other league has made
shortened seasons work. I believe those two weeks of more
demanding activity would
have greatly benefited the
players, and it’s unfortunate
the league valued money over
player safety. Although I can’t
say I’m the least bit surprised.
The NFL wanted the season to start on time, and I’m
sure most of the players did
too. But giving the players a
couple more weeks of training camp to make up for the
strange offseason definitely
wouldn’t have hurt. Even one
preseason game could have
made the transition to the regular season a little less strenuous on these players’ bodies.
But here we are, with key
players on more than half the
teams in the league missing at
least some time with injuries,
if not the whole season. Now,
some of the league’s brightest
stars aren’t playing. Fans’ favorite players aren’t playing,
and that’s not good for the sport.
So the NFL is getting its
precious 16-game season in
(barring any COVID-19 issues). But at what cost?

San Francisco 49ers defensive end Nick Bosa (97) is carted off the field after being injured during the first half of an NFL football game against the New York Jets, Sunday, Sept. 20, 2020, in East
Rutherford, N.J. PHOTO BY BILL KOSTROUN/AP

Bale back at Tottenham on loan from Real Madrid
MADRID, cont. from p. 10

Soccer player Gareth Bale looks at fans as he arrives at the training ground of Tottenham Hotspur in
London, Friday Sept. 18, 2020. Real Madrid winger Gareth Bale is in London to complete his return to
Tottenham. Bale left Tottenham for Madrid in 2013 for 100 million euros. PHOTO BY FRANK AUGSTEIN/AP

To begin with, most soccer fans
are aware of his rather toxic relationship with the Madrid giants;
which, I’ll admit, he deserves
some of the blame for after not
learning Spanish and basically
trolling the Spanish side with
the “Wales, Golf, Madrid, in that
order” flag last year after qualifying for the Euros. But some of the
elites at the Spanish club along
with many fans have treated the
Welshman very poorly, in my
opinion, during his time there.
For instance, he stated in an interview early in the summer that
he’s tried to leave to other clubs,
but Madrid always ended up
blocking the transfers from happening. You might ask yourself,
“Well if they blocked the transfers from happening, then Zinedine Zidane surely thought he
had some purpose to the squad?”
To that, I say not at all; Madrid
chairman Florentino Pérez was
reportedly very unhappy with
the way Zidane took care of the
Bale (and Reguilón) transfer, as
he believed Bale could still be of

good use. All in all, he probably
enjoyed the money he racked up
while at Madrid without playing a whole lot, but now he will
likely try to fully burn the bridge
with the club after all these years.
Now the follow-up question
Spurs fans have been asking:
What will be the effect of Bale
joining Mourinho’s Spurs? The
answer: the possible departure of
Dele Alli and less playing time for
Lucas Moura. It’s still fairly early
to say if Alli will leave Tottenham
in the future for sure, but there
have been reports in the past
week that many European clubs,
including PSG, are interested in
signing the midfielder after Spurs
signed Bale. As for Moura, having Bale replace him on the rightwing is a change I’m all for. Ever
since his electric night in Amsterdam last year, I haven’t been too
impressed with his performance
when he’s in the starting 11; and I
think Mourinho is starting to feel
the same way. This change likely
won’t happen until mid-October,
as Bale picked up an injury while
on international duty with Wales,
so at least in the meantime Moura
will get his regular playing time.

Gase: Struggling Jets need to go on ‘hyperdrive’ to improve
NEW
YORK
(AP)
—
Adam Gase knows exactly where it all went wrong
for the New York Jets.
Offense.
Defense.
And
special
teams.
“Overall, we’ve got to put
everything in hyperdrive,”
the coach said Monday, “and
do a better job this week and
improve quickly and get ourselves ready for Indianapolis.”
Gase’s squad is 0-2 following a 31-13 defeat Sunday to a
San Francisco team that lost
its quarterback, two running
backs and two top defensive
linemen during the game. Still,
the Jets struggled to do much
of anything against the 49ers.
They’ve been lousy through
two games and have frustrated
fans already giving up on the season. Some want the coach fired
and/or the owners to sell and
are worried they still might not
have a franchise quarterback.
While they’re all reasonable concerns from outside
the building, those within
the facility insist it’s too early to start looking to 2021.
“I don’t think anybody’s panicking,” said right tackle George
Fant, a team captain. “Everybody just wants to get better.
... I’m a big, firm believer in
just kind of putting your head
down and just working, and
great things will come from it.”
That sounds good, sure. But
no one has hinted at there being a lack of effort through two
games. The coaching, however, has left lots to be desired.

New York Jets head coach Adam Gase yells instructions during the second half of an NFL football
game against the Buffalo Bills in Orchard Park, N.Y., Sunday, Sept. 13, 2020. PHOTO BY JEFFREY T. BARNES/AP

That starts with Gase,
who oversees the offense —
a unit that ranks among the
league’s bottom dwellers in
several categories. That was
on full display against San
Francisco, when New York
routinely had possessions
fizzle with nothing to show.
“We left too many yards
out there on offense,” Gase
said. “We didn’t finish drives
the way we needed to.”
Defensive coordinator Gregg
Williams has a lot of work to
do, too. Even with safety Jamal Adams traded to Seattle
and linebacker C.J. Mosley
opting out because of family health concerns amid the
coronavirus pandemic, the defense was expected to be solid.

But New York was in a hole
from the start when Raheem
Mostert ripped off an 80-yard
touchdown run on the 49ers’
first play from scrimmage.
Even worse was when San
Francisco had a third-and-31
deep in its own territory early in the third quarter and
Jerick McKinnon somehow
got loose for a 55-yard gain.
“Defensively, the one thing
we talked about was making
sure we didn’t give up explosive
plays in the run game,” Gase
lamented. “We didn’t do that.”
He said the special teams
unit has “some things to clean
up,” but at least Sam Ficken
is 3 for 3 on his field goal attempts. Rookie punter Braden
Mann has been solid, too, but

he has already punted 11 times
— second most in the league behind Washington’s Tress Way.
And that goes right back to
the ineptitude of the offense.
“We know what guys we
have in the locker room and
no one’s going to back down
from a challenge,” quarterback Sam Darnold said.
WHAT’S
WORKING
Other than frantic Jets fans
venting on social media and
calling into sports radio shows?
Well, the list is short. But rookie
left tackle Mekhi Becton has so
far lived up to his lofty draft status at No. 11 overall by handling
himself mostly well in his first
two NFL games and throwing plenty of pancake blocks.
“Becton’s been awesome,”

Darnold said. “I think he would
say there’s a couple of things (to
improve), but other than that,
he’s going to continue to grow
and help this team win games.”
WHAT
NEEDS
HELP
The Jets need to be more effective when they get into the red
zone, and that means scoring
touchdowns and not field goals.
They’re 1 for 4 in those situations, with their 25% conversion
rate ranking last in the NFL.
“We’ve just got to find a
way to get the ball in the
end zone when we’re in
the red zone,” Gase said.
STOCK
UP
DT Quinnen Williams. The
2019 first-round pick had his
best game as a pro, getting two
sacks, seven tackles (four solo),
two tackles for losses, a quarterback hit and a forced fumble.
He was the No. 3 overall pick
last year and came in with high
expectations but had a nondescript rookie season. Williams
flashed his overall talent against
the 49ers and was one of the
few bright spots for New York.
STOCK
DOWN
TE Chris Herndon. He built
a nice chemistry with Darnold
when the two were rookies in
2018, but Herndon missed all
but one game last year because
of a suspension and injuries.
Expected to be a primary outlet
for Darnold this season, Herndon has just seven catches for 42
yards. Against San Francisco, he
had one catch for 5 yards — and
a drop in the end zone — despite
the Jets being short on receivers.
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In this file photo, UConn defeats Iona 80-62 in Gampel Pavilion. The Huskies held the lead for 94% of the contest; their greatest lead was 22 points. Overall, UConn’s
Josh Carlton scored the most points. PHOTO BY KEVIN LINDSTROM, PHOTO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

DB’s Weekly Take: The NFL refused to delay its
season. Now the players are paying the price
by Danny Barletta
SPORTS EDITOR
daniel.barletta@uconn.edu

Let me begin this piece by
saying how happy I am that
football is back. Few things
give me more enjoyment than
a Sunday full of watching the
NFL, so for selfish reasons,
I’m glad the season started on
time. But after witnessing the
barrage of injuries that took
place during Week 2, I’m starting to think the NFL could
have made some different decisions to keep its players safer.
On Sunday, the NFL lost two
of its most exciting running
backs when Saquon Barkley
of the New York Giants went
down with a torn ACL and
Christian McCaffrey of the
Carolina Panthers left his game
with an ankle injury. Barkley
will be out for the rest of the
season, while McCaffrey is expected to miss multiple weeks.
In addition to these two
young superstars, other players to go down with injuries
on Sunday included Jimmy
Garoppolo, Nick Bosa, Solomon Thomas, Raheem Mostert (49ers), Tyrod Taylor
(Chargers), Parris Campbell,
Malik Hooker (Colts), Davante Adams, Corey Linsley (Packers), Cam Akers, Joe Noteboom (Rams),
Drew Lock, Courtland Sutton (Broncos), Byron Jones
(Dolphins), Anthony Barr,
Mike Boone (Vikings), Tavon
Young (Ravens), Breshad Perriman, Chris Hogan, Connor
McGovern (Jets), Brandon
Scherff (Washington), Brandon
Linder (Jaguars), Issac Seumalo (Eagles), Kaleb McGary
(Falcons), Chidobe Awuzie
(Cowboys), Bruce Irvin (Seahawks), Will Fuller (Texans)
and Jonathan Joseph (Titans).
Obviously, football is a contact sport that is full of injuries, but if this seems like
an absurdly high number to
you for one day, you’re not

League of Legends:
Worlds is coming!
by Ashton Stansel
STAFF WRITER
ashton.stansel@uconn.edu

New York Giants running back Saquon Barkley is helped off the
field after being injured against the Chicago Bears during the
first half of an NFL football game in Chicago, Sunday, Sept. 20,
2020. PHOTO BY CHARLES REX ARBOGAST/AP

wrong. Watching NFL RedZone yesterday, it seemed
like Scott Hanson was giving a new injury report every five minutes. This list
doesn’t even include players
like Michael Thomas of the
New Orleans Saints or Sterling Shepard of the Giants,
who didn’t play this week
due to previous injuries.
I don’t think it’s a coincidence that the most injuryplagued week of NFL football
I have ever witnessed comes
two weeks into a season following a weird offseason
schedule due to the coronavirus. There were no offseason
team training programs. Players didn’t even begin to work
out as a team until the beginning of August, and weren’t
full-on practicing until Aug.

17. In addition, there were
no preseason games or joint
practices, which I understand
are a risk of injury themselves, but still help work
the players up to game speed
without having to go 150% like
they do in games that count.
Do I think a couple of preseason games and a longer
training camp would have
prevented all these injuries
from happening? Of course
not. There are injuries every
year. But do I think delaying the season and giving
players a little more time
to train and prepare would
have helped cut down on
the sheer volume of injuries
we’ve seen so far? Absolutely.

See NFL, p. 9

Worlds is coming! On Friday, Sept. 25th, MAD Lions
will play INTZ in the opening
match of the 2020 League of
Legends World Championship.
The first stage of the playins, where both groups play a
round robin with the rest of the
teams in their group, will last
from Friday to Monday. The
third and fourth place team
games are on Tuesday, and the
winners of those games will
play the second seed of the
other group on Wednesday.
It’s an intense schedule, which
could be difficult, especially
for less experienced teams.
Saturday will be the most intensive day with seven games
scheduled. This is presumably
so Sunday and Monday can
have just four games and allow
for potential tiebreakers. With a
broadcast taking place in three
different countries, according to Riot, there is some concern about technology issues
Many fans were upset at the
announcement last week that
the LPL’s English casters will
not be participating in Worlds.
Since Worlds is in China this
year, and the LPL teams have
won two World Championships in a row, it seems odd that
Riot has made this decision and
hasn’t provided a reason why.
Travel woes have also plagued
teams. PSG Talon will be playing with three substitutes in the
play-ins, and LCL’s Unicorns of
Love were barely able to attend,
according to a tweet on Sept. 12.
Since they need to quarantine
for two weeks, the team seemingly must’ve made it into quarantine on around the 11th or
12th. They do not play day one,
which means they really made
it at the last possible moment.
The meta at Worlds will also
be interesting to see. Since

teams have had limited time to
play before play-ins, it’s very
possible the meta might still be
extremely fluid. One of the more
interesting parts of Worlds is
that every year it tends to form
its own meta in a combination
of each region’s contributions.
The Group Stage will begin on Oct. 3, including the 12
teams who qualified directly
to the event and the four who
qualify from the play-ins stage.
This means that the teams
who qualify from the Tuesday
matches will have only about
three days off before they’re
playing more best-of-ones.
While the play-ins can be
good experience for less-experienced teams, they force teams
to play a lot of games in a short
length of time. Especially with
the stress of this year, with
the COVID-19 pandemic and
Worlds being in a bubble, it
wouldn’t be surprising to see
good teams crash and burn.
On the other hand, it could
also provide a chance for lesser-known teams to show their
resilience. They have less pressure on them; if Team Liquid
or MAD struggles day one,
it could damage their mental
game. A team like PSG Talon
can’t really do worse than expected because they have three
substitutes. A team like Rainbow7, who aren’t supposed to
do anything, can’t do worse
than that. That can be liberating
for major region teams because
it alleviates the pressure to win.
For a long time in 2020, it
didn’t seem like this week
would ever come. The idea of
Worlds seemed impossible. And
yet, so far, Riot Games seems to
be managing and in four days,
we’ll see the results of work
done by so many people behind
the scenes that found a way to
make this event happen. Now,
the teams just have to make this
as memorable as the situation
that brought us to this point.

Column: Tottenham, Wales, Golf, Madrid – in that order
by David Sandoval
STAFF WRITER
david.sandoval@uconn.edu

It’s a great time to be a Spurs
fan. On Saturday, Tottenham
Hotspur unveiled on social media
not one, but two signings: leftback Sergio Reguilón on a fiveyear deal and the long-awaited return of Gareth Bale on a one-year
loan (both from Real Madrid).
Now I must say, as a Spurs
fan, it’s quite surprising to see
chairman Daniel Levy actually
open up his checkbook for players of fairly big status like Reguilón and Bale. All jokes aside,
these two are exactly who Jose
Mourinho needs for his project
at Tottenham. Reguilón, to begin with, spent last season on
loan at Sevilla, where he won

the Europa League trophy and
was named La Liga’s left-back of
the year. Only costing the Spurs
over $35 million with a buyback
clause established by Madrid, the
Spaniard will add much-needed
depth to Tottenham’s defense.
But the main player that everyone was talking about over
the weekend was of course Bale.
Arriving at White Hart Lane
back in the summer of 2007, Gareth Bale made a name for himself and became one of the most
prolific players of the Premier
League at the time, with 203 appearances, 56 goals and 58 assists; including a remarkable
hat-trick against then-champions
Inter Milan in 2010 and two PFA
Player of the Year awards. In
Sept. 2013, the Lilywhites sent

him off for $110 million to the
Spanish capitol, where he would
secure multiple trophies. Now,
seven years later, he has come full
circle back to a different era in
the North London club’s history.
As I said already, Bale joined
the squad but on a season-long
loan. However, that loan could
be extended an additional year,
should all parties agree to the
extension and Bale is content
with his time at Tottenham.
The question is: Will Bale give
it his all to seek a second season at Spurs and run out the
remainder of his Madrid contract which, funny enough, ends
in two years? I say yes, easily.

See MADRID, p. 9

Tottenham’s Son Heung-min, right, jumps for the ball with Southampton’s Jack Stephens during the English Premier League soccer match between Southampton and Tottenham Hotspur. PHOTO BY
JUSTIN TALLIS, THE POOL VIA AP
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Gilson’s Sports Guide: The return of Aaron Rodgers
by Conner Gilson
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
conner.gilson@uconn.edu

On April 23, 2020, the Green
Bay Packers moved up four
spots to select QB Jordan Love
with the 26th overall pick in
the draft. And while that move
was hated by fans at the time,
now almost five months later
it doesn’t look so bad. This is
by no means because of Jordan
Love — who didn’t do anything
to prove his worth as a first
rounder in training camp — but
because the pick has given Aaron Rodgers something to prove.
And when people begin to question Rodgers, you do not want
to be on the other side of the
ball. Let’s look at a little history.
In 2013, Rodgers fractured
his collarbone in Green Bay’s
Week 9 matchup against the
Chicago Bears. The team was
6-3 at the time, and Rodgers had
thrown for 2500 yards, but just
17 touchdowns with six INTs,
both respectively worse than
his season averages from years
prior. Critics began to question
whether he could lead the team
with an aging receiving core
and lack of running game on a
lingering injury, so let’s review
what happened next season.
In 2014, Rodgers tossed for
4400 yards, 38 TDs and ranked
second in the league with a 112.2
passer rating, all while only
throwing five picks, his lowest
since becoming a starter in 2008.
The Packers finished the season
12-4 with Rodgers winning the
MVP and made it to the NFC
Championship before falling to
the one-seeded Seahawks in OT.
Fast forward to the past couple
of years and we find ourselves
in an eerily similar situation.
Since the 2018 season, it’s been
clear that Green Bay is transitioning to a run-first offense,
utilizing their thunder and
lightning duo of Aaron Jones
and Jamaal Williams. Accordingly, Rodgers’ numbers have
taken a hit, and the once top-2
QB has fallen down the ranks in
fans’ eyes to that of a much more

Green Bay Packers’ Aaron Rodgers scrambles during the first half of an NFL football game against
the Detroit Lions Sunday, Sept. 20, 2020, in Green Bay, Wis. PHOTO BY MORRY GASH/AP

average one, with nothing flashy
about him. But if we take a look
at the numbers, he has been the
same elite QB he was for the
past ten years, he just doesn’t
have the personnel to match.
In 2019 Rodgers put up 4000
yards, 26 TDs and four interceptions. These are very respectable for most QBs, but for
one who was just two seasons
removed from compiling 4400
yards and a career-best 40
TDs, this was considered subpar. But if we take into account
his cast of pass-catchers, keeping in mind Davante missed
four games due to injury, those

numbers look a lot better. The
reality of the situation is that if
Rodgers had even a slightly better supporting cast out wide,
his numbers would have been
as impressive as ever in 2019.
Tapes from last season show
that Rodgers’ WR group left
almost 1300 yards and 15 touchdowns on the field off of catchable passes. And while we
should obviously assume some
of these will be dropped, there
were too many occasions where
a big gain or TD would end in a
dropped pass, hurting not only
the team but also Rodgers and
his numbers. This, compared to

the 750 yards and eight TDs players failed to convert on catchable
passes in his 2014 MVP season
show how significant his lack of
help has been on his numbers.
So, let’s do some quick math.
If we take half of those
dropped passes and pretend
they were caught like they often should have been, that puts
Rodgers’ 2019 numbers at 4642
passing yards and 34 TDs, good
enough for third and second
respectively in those categories. While I understand this
is speculation and we can apply the same to other QBs, the
sheer number of passes that

should have been completed
make the case that Rodgers still
has the stuff. Still, a 13-3 record
and a trip to the NFC Championship wasn’t enough for fans
who now believe him to be well
past his prime, so let’s check
out Rodgers’ 2020 early on.
Week 1 brought a matchup
against what everyone is calling one of the best defenses in
the league in the Minnesota Vikings. Sure, they have a couple
of injuries and Yannick Ngakoue still had some things to
learn, but overall this defense
was still considered among the
best. With no fans, Rodgers
didn’t even bat an eye, completing 32/44 passes for 364 yards
and four TDs. He looked pretty
quick and about as accurate
as we’ve seen, pinpointing exactly where the ball needed to
go and finding his receiver on
multiple occasions. And while
Week 2 was a little bit more run
heavy, we still got a glimpse of
what an angry Rodgers can do.
Against the Lions, Green
Bay went down 14-3 after the
first. Rodgers kept his composure and took over in the second, leading the Packers down
the field and finding Jones and
Robert Tonyan on consecutive
drives to take the lead for the
first time in the game, the only
time they would have to. The
rest of the game was controlled
by the run game as Jones finished with 168 rushing yards,
but it was clear that when the
Pack were down, Rodgers had
no trouble stepping up. He’d
finish the game with 240 yards
and 2 TDs on 30 pass attempts.
So while Rodgers may not
have quite the bounce back
compared to his jump from
2013 to 2014 and he probably
won’t walk away with his third
MVP, he remains an elite quarterback in the league who can
turn it on when needed, even
with a depleted supporting
cast. He always has and always
will be one of the best; fans
have just awoken the beast to
give him that extra motivation.

Tottenham, Arsenal and Liverpool all win
SPURS, cont. from p. 12
Tottenham:
5
Southampton:
2
Tottenham bounced back
to their winning ways by defeating Southampton, and it
was the Son Heung-min and
Harry Kane show. Southampton controlled the match
in the first half, but Son and
Kane proved to be too much for
the squad in the second half.
Southampton started the
scoring in the 32nd minute
when striker Danny Ings
made a beautiful run between
the two Spurs defenders. The
Englishmen then took a touch
and placed the ball past Tottenham keeper Hugo Lloris to
give the Saints a 1-0 lead. The
Spurs were able to get level in
stoppage time for the first half
when Kane played a ball to a
scampering Son where he finished to level the game at 1-1.
In the second half, the combination of Son and Kane proved
to be too much for the Saints in
the long run. In the 47th minute, Kane once again threaded
the ball through the Southampton defense to the South Korean
international as Son slotted the
ball into the bottom left corner
to give Tottenham a 2-1 lead. The
scoring would continue in the
64th minute as Kane yet again
found Son running through the
defense, passing the ball by the
Southampton keeper to extend
the lead to 3-1 and completing
the hattrick. Son would again
score in the 73rd minute to
bring his goal tally to four and
put Tottenham in the lead 4-1.
Spurs’ main attacking option Kane finally found the
back of the net in the 82nd
minute as the England International converted off a rebound to give Tottenham a 5-1
lead. The Saints would get a
goal back in the 90th minute
as Ings converted a penalty
kick to bring the score to 5-2.
Arsenal: 2 West Ham: 1
Arsenal continued their run
of good form, edging West
Ham United in the London
Derby 2-1. It wasn’t a typi-

Liverpool’s Sadio Mane scores during the English Premier League soccer match between Chelsea and Liverpool at Stamford Bridge
Stadium, Sunday, Sept. 20, 2020. PHOTO BY MICHAEL REGAN, POOL VIA AP

cal Arsenal performance that
fans have come accustomed
to, but it was enough to get
the job done. Even though the
Gunners walked away with
the win, for a majority of the
match, the Hammers were
the more threatening side.
In the opening minutes of the
match, West Ham got their first
shot on goal as defender Angelo Ogbonna had a wide-open
header. Unfortunately for the
Hammers, the ball was headed directly at Arsenal keeper
Bernd Leno. Arsenal opened
up the scoring in the 25th minute as striker Alexandre Lacazette headed the ball into the
top of the net to give Arsenal
a 1-0 lead. The move started
when winger Bukayo Saka
threaded the ball through the
West Ham defense to captain
Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang.
Aubameyang, on his weaker
left foot, chipped the ball near
the penalty spot, and Lacazette
finished the play with a goal.

West Ham leveled the score
1-1 right before half time as the
Hammers quickly counter-attacked, leading to a Michail Antonio goal in the 45th minute.
The second half was more
of a deadlock as neither team
was able to capitalize on any
opportunities. In the 66th minute, Antonio had the Hammers’
best opportunity to equalize
as he headed the ball on goal
and struck the post. Arsenal
got the go-ahead goal in the
85th minute when Saka found
midfielder Danny Ceballos,
who slipped between the West
Ham defense. Ceballos then
played the ball across the box
to striker Eddie Nketiah, who
tapped the ball into the open
net to give the Gunners the
lead 2-1. Arsenal would then
hold on to win the game 2-1.
Liverpool: 2 Chelsea: 0
Liverpool faced off against
Chelsea in what could’ve been
one of the best games of the season. The game didn’t live up to

the expectations, as Liverpool
won easily and Chelsea’s mistakes cost them the game. Both
Liverpool and Chelsea came out
with similar squads from their
previous matches, so on paper it
looked to be a very entertaining
game. Chelsea was still missing new signings Thiago Silva
and Ben Chilwell, as both players were left out of the squad.
The first half was very much
a back-and-forth contest as neither team was able to get a leg
up on the other. Liverpool’s
first opportunity came in the
19th minute when Roberto Firmino played the ball out wide
to Mohammad Salah. The pass
drew out Chelsea keeper Kepa
Arrizabalaga from the net, exposing the Chelsea goal. Salah
then played a ball across the
goal and was cleared by defender Andreas Christensen.
Right before half-time, Sadio
Mane made a run through the
middle of the Chelsea defense.
The winger was then tackled

by Christensen, and the defender was given a red card.
Liverpool, up a man, came out
and dominated in the second
half of play. The scoring started
in the 50th minute when Salah
and Firmino played a quick
one-two and Firmino crossed
the ball into the box. The ball
was met by Mane as he headed
the goal into the back of the
net to give the Reds a 1-0 lead.
Minutes later, Kepa had the ball
at his feet looking for a passing option. The Spaniard then
passed the ball right to Mane,
and the Senegal International
passed the ball into the open
goal, giving Liverpool a 2-0
lead. Chelsea then had a chance
to get a goal back when striker
Timo Werner drew a penalty
kick. Chelsea captain Jorginho
stepped up to take the penalty.
His shot was then saved by Liverpool keeper Allison Becker
to keep the Liverpool lead at
two. The game ended 2-0 with
Liverpool picking up the win.
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NFL risers and fallers Week 2

by Jorge Eckardt
STAFF WRITER
jorge.eckardt@uconn.edu

Week 2 of the NFL was horrible for one reason and one reason alone — everyone got hurt.
The Colts lost Malik Hooker for
the season. The Broncos lost
Courtland Sutton for the season. The 49ers lost Nick Bosa
for the season. The Giants lost
Saquon Barkley for the season. And those are just some
of the season-ending ones.
Christian McCaffery is going
to miss an extended period of
time with an ankle injury. Drew
Lock is going to miss some time
with a shoulder injury after already losing Sutton, his WR1.
Barkley wasn’t even the only
piece the Giants lost, losing
their WR1 in Sterling Shepard.
Even with Shepard added into
the mix, the Giants didn’t even
have the worst week for injuries; that goes to the 49ers. Not
only did they lose Bosa, but
they also suffered injuries with
Jimmy Garopollo, Raheem Mostert and Solomon Thomas.
There were many more players
to hit the injury report, including Byron
Jones,
Da-

vante Adams,
Cam Akers,
Tyrod Taylor (though
Justin Her-

bert looked great), Anthony Barr
and Connor McGovern. It was
a bad week for most teams, and
a disastrous one for a handful.
So for this week’s edition of
risers and fallers, we’re going to
base it solely on performance.
Obviously the 49ers have a serious problem. Obviously the
Giants have to remake their entire offense. Obviously the Panthers have to do the same. For
these reasons, this ranking is
going to be based on play alone.
Riser: Los Angeles Chargers
Yes, the Chargers lost 23-20 to
the Kansas City Chiefs on Sunday, but that’s just it — they only
lost 23-20. Not only that, but the
Chiefs needed overtime to put
them away. Even though they
lost, this was still an overwhelmingly positive game for the Bolts.
After starting QB Tyrod Taylor
was scratched minutes before the
game, rookie Herbert had to step
in against the undisputed best
team in football, and he killed it.
I’d argue he looked better than Joe
Burrow has in either of his first
two starts. Herbet completed 22 of
his 33 pass attempts for 311 yards
while throwing one touchdown
and one interception, and that
was simply a result of an attempt
to do too much, which overtime
fixed on its own. It was simply
a rookie mistake. The Chargers
have found their guy. Not only
that, but their defense held
Patrick Mahomes and the
Chiefs to just 23 points.
Last season they scored
23 points just twice, and
t h e y

scored
fewer than that total on just one occasion. Who

knows, if they stick with Herbert,
maybe they can make some noise.
F a l l e r :
Atlanta
Falcons
I think
we all saw
t h i s
o n e
comi n g .
At one
point in
the game,
the Falcons were
leading the
Cowboys 200. At the half,
they were up 2910. By the time the
game ended, they put
up 39 points. The only
problem was the Cowboys put
up 40. Matt Ryan threw for 273
yards and four touchdowns without turning the ball over once. In
fact, no one on the Falcons turned
the ball over and they forced three
of their own. Per Elias Sports Bureau, the Falcons were the only
team in NFL history to ever lose
a game where they scored 39 or
more points with no turnovers.
Up until now, those teams were
440-0. For some reason, Dan
Quinn and the Falcons just refuse to close out the game when
they have big leads. If you’re a
Falcons fan, this one hurts. Probably not as much as another one
that shall remain nameless, but
it still hurts. Now, on that note,
let’s talk about the Patriots.
Riser:
Cam
Newton
Cam is back. Yes, the Patriots
lost, but Cam Newton looked
about as good as ever. He finished
the game just three yards shy of
a 400-yard passing game, threw
one touchdown and one admit-

tedly bad pick. He was also effective on the ground, rushing
for 47 yards on 11 attempts and
reaching the endzone twice. He
battled against a should-be strong
defense in the Seahawks all game
long when it was evident they
were rarely going to run the ball
unless Cam took it himself. He
and Julian Edelman picked
apart Jamal
Adams all
game.
He got
Damiere

very solid to above-average quarterback. But man, the start of this
season has been absolutely horrific for him. The Vikings are now
0-2, and while you could have
chalked Week 1 up to an Aaron
Rodgers revenge game, there is
absolutely no excuse for his pitiful performance in Week 2. One
week removed from letting Gardner Minshew go 19-20, the
Colts defense held Cousins
to 11-26 passing for 113
yards, no touchdowns
and three interceptions.
Oh, and they safetied
him too. I thought the
Vikings could make
some noise this season, I really did, but not if
Cousins keeps
playing
like this.

Byrd
a n d
N’Keal
Harry
72 yards
apiece.
One thing
was clear
from Sunday
night’s loss —
the Patriots are
still the team to
beat in the AFC
East, and Cam is
the one to thank.
F a l l e r :
Kirk
Cousins
I’ll be honest, I’ve
never thought Kirk
Cousins was as bad as
people made him out
to be. Was he ever
elite? Absolutely
not, but overall
he’s been a

Western Conference Finals Recap: Game 2 Premier League Recap
by Karthik Iyer

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
karthic.iyer@uconn.edu

First things first, Anthony Davis shouting “Kobe” as the ball
swished for a game winner was
poetry in motion. I could not
think of a better way to pay respect to the late, great Kobe Bryant, whom the 2020 season has
been dedicated to. The purple and
gold seem to be on a mission this
year and are now six wins away
from capturing the franchise’s
17th title. With that being said, I
have three takeaways from the
game, as I believe it is a little too
early to call the series a sweep,
especially given the Nuggets’
history in this year’s playoffs.
First, the Nuggets have to
turn up the ball pressure on
the Lakers on the perimeter.
While this is much easier
said than done, it is the only
chance they have of limiting
Davis. Nobody truly matches up with Davis on the Nuggets. The best way the Nuggets can check him is to make
him work for his touches and
not let him get deep in the post.
They have to force the Lakers to settle for jump shots from
guys not named LeBron James
and Anthony Davis. Personally, I
think the defensive switch of having Miles Plumlee on the floor is
working as well as can be expected, but someone needs to close
out on Davis’ jump shots. This
will allow Nikola Jokic to secure
more rebounds in the paint and
limit the Lakers’ second-chance

points and easy tip-in attempts.
Next, the Nuggets need to get
back to being the balanced team
they have been all year. The Lakers are keying in heavily on Jamal
Murry and Jokic. This means
they need to distribute the ball
early
and
keep
ro-

tat ion
guys in
rhy thm.
They need
guys
like
Gary Harris and
Paul Millsap to contribute offensively if they have any chance
to make this a competitive series. Additionally, I personally
believe Michael Porter Jr. is being underutilized in the offense.
He has the skillset to draw de-

fenders toward him, providing
more space for Murry and Jokic.
I know that sounds picky, but
the Nuggets were one defensive stop or a few cheap points
here and there from stealing a
win in Game 2. Every mistake
hurts against a team with two
of the league’s top-five players.
My last takeaway is that pace
might be the most important
factor in this series, and that
game tempo is dictated by
two players: Jokic and LeBron. Jokic and the Nuggets
are always looking to throw
fast outlet passes after securing rebounds and pushing the pace. They excel in
the open floor with space
to shoot. While the Lakers are also formidable on
the fast break, they prefer a
more methodical approach
to their offense, which better
utilizes their size advantage
on the interior. Ideally, the Lakers want to have enough of a post
presence to tire out Jokic, potentially get him in foul trouble and
create easier shot opportunities
to make up for their not-great
outside shooting. The Lakers can
get away with playing this way
because LeBron, now without a
shadow of a doubt, is still the best
player in the league. He initiates
the offense and has such gravity
that he forces the Nuggets, who
constantly switch on defense,
to eventually make mistakes.
Don’t let a 2-0 series lead fool
you, this series is far from over. The
Nuggets have earned that respect.

WHAT TO KEEP AN EYE ON THIS WEEK

by Ty Reeves

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
ty.reevesw@uconn.edu

The Premier League offered
fans around the world exciting football this past weekend.
Tottenham Hotspur thrashed
Southampton away from home
while Arsenal stood strong
against West Ham at the Emirates. Liverpool managed to beat
a crippled Chelsea and Wilfred Zaha and Crystal Palace
shocked Manchester United at Old Trafford.
Crystal
Palace: 3 Manchester
United:
1
On the back of
Wilfred
Zaha,
Crystal Palace
put three goals
in the back of
the net against
Ma nc he ster
United. The
Red Devils controlled the game
having 76% of the
possession during
the match. However, it
was Palace who made
the most of their opportunities during the game. Palace got
off to a quick start, scoring in
the first 10 minutes to take a 1-0
lead against United. The move
started when midfielder Jefferey Schlupp beat the United defender and played a ball across
the face of the goal. The cross
was met by midfielder Andros
Townsend as he slotted the ball
into the bottom corner of the net.

INSTAGRAM OF THE DAY

Manchester United’s luck
wouldn’t get any better as defender Victor Lindelof was
called for a handball in his penalty box, resulting in a penalty
kick for Palace. Striker Jordan
Ayew stepped up to take the
penalty for Palace. His shot was
then saved by United keeper David De Gea. However, after being
checked by the video assistant
referee (VAR), De Gea was called
for leaving his line before the
shot was kicked, meaning
Palace would be awarded another penalty
kick. Zaha then stepped
up and slotted the
ball away to give
Palace a 2-0 lead.
Manchester
United had a
glimmer
of
hope in the
80th minute
when substitute Donny
Van De Beek
brought the
score to 2-1. Moments later, in
the 84th minute,
Zaha put the game
out of reach for Manchester
United when he blasted the
ball into the bottom left corner
to give Palace a 3-1 lead. That’s
how the game would end as
Zaha, the former Manchester United player, proved to
be the Red Devils’ kryptonite.

See SPURS, p. 11

TWEETS OF THE DAY
nicole esther

Games we’re
watching this week

@njrealtornic
The disservice the Jets have done to Sam
Darnold cannot be overstated.

Teams we’re paying
attention to

ryan cordell stan squad

vs.
Lakers

@whutyearisit
genuinely distressed jake won’t be threepeating. no one hmu

Athletes we’re
paying attention to
Nuggets

Nikola
Jokic

Frankie Muniz

@uconnwbb

Two years ago we got matched with our best
teammate Daniela through Team IMPACT! We
love having you has a Husky, Daniela!

@frankiemuniz
Pain.
Follow The Daily Campus @dcsportsdept

